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Purpose

To share evidence-based evaluation tools created
to evaluate DNP student progress and achievement
of DNP Essentials
Objectives:
• Identify evidence based strategies to evaluate DNP student
progress and achievement of DNP Essentials.
• Determine if similar strategies could be developed to
evaluate DNP student work.
• Evaluate usefulness of the strategies presented

Introduction
• Our DNP programs teaches students essential knowledge and skills to
develop and implement a rigorous quality improvement (QI) or program
evaluation (PE) project.
• We have a mix of PhD and DNP prepared faculty.
• Faculty developed objective metrics to evaluate student achievement
over the DNP academic journey.
• Guiding principles of the evaluation were to achieve:
•Objectivity
•Consistency
•Evidence-based

Methods
• Three primary strategies developed and woven throughout the
four project courses to evaluate student’s progress in meeting
the DNP Essentials (2006):
• Rubric based on the Standards for Quality Improvement
Reporting Excellence [SQUIRE] (2015)
• An electronic portfolio based on the DNP Essentials
•

Rubric based on the DNP Essentials is used by three faculty at
final project presentation

Rubric examples
SQUIRE Rubric for scholarly paper

Final Presentation Rubric

Surveyed 2018 DNP graduates and faculty advisers about
the usefulness of the evaluation tools
STUDENTS
Response rate 64% (N=14)

YES

NO

COMMENTS

1. Did the SQUIRE guidelines and rubric assist you in writing a scholarly paper
describing your DNP Project?

71%

29%

Not helpful for students doing Program
Evaluation.

2. Did the Final Presentation rubric assist you in preparing and presenting the
findings of your DNP Project?

71%

29%

I used the sample more than the rubric.

3. Is there anything else that would have been helpful in evaluating your
understanding and demonstration of the DNP Essentials in your practice and
project?

*More in-depth discussion of the rubric earlier in the
program would have been helpful.
*Rubric helped with writing up the project and the
portfolio.

FACULTY
Response rate 92% (N= 23)

YES

NO

COMMENTS

1. Did the SQUIRE guidelines and rubric assist you in evaluating your DNP
student adviseeʼs scholarly paper describing his/her DNP Project?

74%

26%

Tool is vague.
The Squire guidelines are specific to
projects with interventions and/or quality
improvement projects and may not fit all
of the projects that students complete.

2. Did the Final Presentation rubric assist you in evaluating and preparing your 74%
DNP student adviseeʼs presentation of his/her DNP Project?

26%

3. Is there anything else that would have been helpful in evaluating your
adviseeʼs understanding and demonstration of the DNP Essentials in his/her
practice and project?

*I shhould be evaluating a successful project that has
useful clinical implications.
*Because I do not have a DNP and do not conduct QI
projects, I mainly graded as a content/topical expert and
that basically the SQUIRE guidelines were followed.
*Essentials need to be a part of the protocol template.

Implications
•Tools have facilitated student and faculty knowledge of DNP Essentials
•Requiring the use of SQUIRE guidelines improved clarity of student written
work
•Streamlining scholarly papers enabled student dissemination
•Consistent evaluation tools facilitated understanding of DNP project goals
across diverse faculty advisors
•Faculty and Student survey indicated overall support of using the rubric
and guidelines

Conclusions
• Evaluation tools based on current best evidence for dissemination
standards and DNP Essentials has streamlined and improved the
objectivity of DNP student evaluation.
• Using multimodal methods to evaluate students improved the
consistency of student achievements and faculty evaluation.
• Strategies introduced the student to national dissemination guidelines
and encouraged embodiment of the DNP Essentials upon graduation.
• Opportunities for faculty development
• Adviser role
• Intent and use of rubric and guidelines

Questions
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